
DIGNITY CLOTHING PROTECTORS 



Dignity Clothing Protectors

Create a clothing protector that allows any guy to have a little dignity at the 
table. These protectors give the appearance of a shirt, but are really great bibs. 
The clothing protector is also long enough to cover the lap when it is being worn. 
The directions are for a denim protector. For other shirts, please see the 
notations. Read all instructions before starting your protector.

Supplies

man's shirt – denim is great – but dress shirts work well too
matching thread
4” of medium width velcro
top stitching or 16/100 needle for denim

Terms Used

Collar Stand – refers to the band between the collar and the shirt. Not all shirts 
have these.

Clean Finish – refers to either zig zagging along the raw edge of the fabric or 
using a serger on the raw edges.

 Zig zagged edge

serged edge

WST – Wrong Sides Together  RST – Right Sides Together



To prep the shirt: 
1. Wash and dry the shirt.
2. Iron the the collar, yoke and front of the shirt.

Cut the shirt apart.
1. Cut up the sides of the shirt and around the sleeves leaving

the seam allowances on the back side and the sleeves.
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2. Remove the stitching on the yoke bottom so the back of the
shirt comes off.



Button the shirt front and stitch the front closed. I use the zipper foot 
and stitch along the top stitching on the shirt band. If there is no 
stitching there, simply stitch down one side of the buttons and then 
down the other side. This makes the shirt front one piece.       

Stitch the yoke and lining together along the long edge.



Fold the yoke and collar together in half and slit down the center of the 
yoke.

Remove the stitching between the collar and the collar stand about 2” 
on both halves of the collar where you split the yoke.



Clean fnish the raw edges of the collar.
Turn the collar edge towards the underside of the collar and stitch a 
narrow hem. Insert the collar back in the collar stand and stitch. 

Collar stand ----->  <---collar

Clean fnish the cut edges of the yoke.

Hem the two sides of the yoke along the center where it was split.

Clean fnish all the remaining raw edges of the bib.

Hem the sides and armholes of the bib.  The bottom edge of the bib is 
already hemmed.

For the Strap Closure:
From back of the shirt, cut two pieces of fabric that are approximately 
4” x 6”. Fold in half WST to 4” x 3”. Sew two side together with a .25” 
hem. Turn right side out and edge stitch the strap closed. Sew to the 
inside of each yoke half beginning about .25” from the top of the collar 
stand.



Add velcro to the straps...put the soft side on the overlapping strap and 
the prickly piece on the bottom strap. 

Your Dignity Clothing Protector is ready for wearing.
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